
Searching for the primary causes of human suicidal behaviour, if any primary causes even exists, I put
the following question: Is voluntary termination of life something abnormal that has its cause in health,
psychical or social stress of the individual or does it not have to be so? If the cause of human suicidal
behaviour is the result of any disturbance in the organism, why the suicide rate increases the most where
health care is at the maximum possible level and where the suicide is, in terms of cultural history,
considered to be a symptom of one of the worst health abnormalities or ethic aberrances of human life?
Can the causes of human suicidal behaviour also consist in other things than in health, psychological or
social breakdown of human organism? In my thesis, I seek the answer to this question. It is generally
known that the human is a very complex being which needs not only good health and social conditions
but also spiritual conditions for its life and survival. In my opinion, it is a tragedy of scientifically
focused approach of the modern era, which at the same time rigorously restricts socially acknowledged
boundaries of human knowledge, that it refuses to take into account the research of this fourth dimension
of human existence. It was C. G. Jung who came to this opinion; as he says: “Where it cannot progress
by experiments any further, any natural science becomes descriptive without ceasing to be scientific.
However, empirical science makes itself impossible if it delimitates its working area through theoretical
terms. The soul does not end in the area where physiological or other assumptions cease to apply; that
means, in each individual case that we are scientifically examining, we have to take into account the
total phenomenon of the soul.”1 I titled my thesis “Suicide as a Search of Life” (or else as flight from
death). 


